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CDG UK’s quiz night 

CDG UK held a fun fundraising quiz night in May 2021. Robert Blackwood from Interrupt the 
Routine challenged us with quick fire questions on a range of topics that were accessible to all. 
The very worthy winners were Steve and Bethany who zoomed in while in hospital. Huge 
thanks to Chantelle for organizing this super night.  

 

 

 Gemma’s Story 

Gemma raised a massive £1171 for CDG UK by walking two 
miles everyday for the 78 days between rare disease day 
and CDG awareness day. To make this challenge even hard-
er she took her 16kg son, PMM2-CDG, on her back! He looks 
like he thoroughly enjoyed the walk. Thank you both, 
you’re our superheroes.   



 

Amazon smile 

Want to help make a difference while you shop in the Amazon 
app, at no extra cost to you? Simply follow these instructions to 
select CDG UK as your charity and activate AmazonSmile in the 
app. Amazon will donate a portion of your eligible mobile app 
purchases to us.  

First, open the Amazon app on your phone, then select the 
main menu and tap on ‘AmazonSmile’ within Programmes and 
Features. Next, select CDG UK as your charity. Thank you!  

5th World CDG conference 

The 5th World CDG Conference took place between May 13th and May 16th this year, to coincide with 
World CDG Awareness Day. We were online this year, which took away some of the joy of meeting oth-
er CDG families from around the globe face to face, but the organizers in Lisbon had worked really 
hard to create an interactive programme and made sure that as many people as possible had their 
voices heard at the event. 

We heard all the updates on CDG research and drug development, and how technology can potentially 
change the way we approach the development of therapies for CDG. We also updates on the classifica-
tion and diagnosis of CDGs, of which there are now 170 subtypes! Another interesting and useful topic 
for families was the management of child, tee and adult CDG patients, and then of course, we dis-
cussed Covid-19 and digital health.  

On the last day, the organizers released the CDG mosaic, to honour the children and adults living with 
CDG. You can watch the mosaic unfold here, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StmLG5edelk, and 
zoom in and study it here https://worldcdg.org/awareness/world-cdg-day/cdgmosaic.  

Finally, there was a discussion of patient groups across the world, and a heartfelt plea from Andrea 
Miller (CDG Care, USA), that the CDG community sticks together, even though so many CDG subtypes 
have been discovered.  

A lovely weekend spent learning, but we can’t until 2023 and we can see our global family in real life!  
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